Foster or virtual parent a homeless hound
“Nothing in canine rescue work is more rewarding than providing safe, loving homes for hounds while they await their
adoptions. Fosters are an absolutely essential part of helping us save and rehome these wonderful dogs.”
-- Christine Williams, BROOD President

Open Up Your Heart and Your Home
to a Needy Hound
Most bassets come to us as strays that have lost their homes. Some come from families that
no longer want them, maybe because they are no longer puppies, or because they shed, or
the family is moving away. Some arrive because their beloved owned has died.

BROOD can usually find forever homes for all the hounds in its care, but it takes time. Our
priority is making the right match between the dog and the new family so the dog will not
have to suffer the stress and trauma of losing another home.

Fostering – a Vital Part of Rescue
Fostering is one of the most important (and urgently
needed) services that a BROOD volunteer can
provide. It is so rewarding to take in a dejected,
uncertain hound and help that dog turns into a
happy, adoptable pet.
As a foster, you will provide love and emotional
support for the basset during this crucial transitional
time. In addition, you will offer important feedback
about the dog’s behavior and needs so BROOD can
ensure a good adoptive match.

Virtual Fosters
Can’t foster at home? You can still
make a huge contribution to helping
us save these dogs by becoming a
virtual foster. As a virtual foster, you
will help fund daily expenses for
needy hounds while we keep them
kenneled. Virtual fostering can be
donated at $10 a day for as many
day as you wish to donate.

For more information about becoming a foster parent or a virtual foster, please visit our website at www.brood-va.org or call 866-710-9476 (toll free)

